EVALUATION PHILOSOPHY
Grade 9 - 12 courses
Our evaluation philosophy is to reward students for their successes as they reach goals above
and beyond the regular Ontario requirements. Students will not be penalized by lower marks
because they have chosen IB. Although students in CHCI Pre IB are asked to do more complex
work, their mark reflects the Academic standard, not a higher standard.
It is our founding belief that the greatest reward for students who work hard at CHCI Pre IB and
IB courses, along with the pride of accomplishment, is the resulting higher level of
achievement at university.

EVALUATION POLICY for Grade 12 courses
Predicted Grades (PG’s) are a record of student achievement. Teachers use practice exam marks and
term work to arrive at a PG. The PG’s are assigned an equivalent interim percentage for the
corresponding Ontario courses in accordance with the DIBSO Table of Equivalents. (This table can be
found on CHCI’s website.) These interim percentages will be in effect until July 5.
May IB exam results are available on July 6. All final IB results will be reflected on a student’s
permanent Ontario transcript as of July 7. If the Ontario report card mark assigned to the final 4U or
4M course in the subject series does not fall within the percentage mark band indicated on the DIBSO
Table of Equivalents, the 4U or 4M mark will be adjusted up or down. A mark adjusted down shall be
assigned the percentage at the top of the new grade boundary. A mark adjusted up shall be assigned
a percentage in the new grade boundary. For example, if a student with a History PG of 4 (70%-83%)
in CHI4UW were to achieve a 5, the mark would be changed to a 84%, the lowest level 5 possible. If
the student were to achieve a 3, the mark would be changed to 69%, the highest level 3 possible. If an
adjustment is necessary in July, it will be applied to the official Ontario transcript. All awards and
recognition granted at Cameron’s graduation ceremony will be based solely on the report card marks.
The July 7 percentage marks will be forwarded to the Ontario University Application Centre before its
final deadline. The IB will send transcripts of final grades to universities of the student’s choosing, if
requested of the coordinator by May 31.

